Jasmin.com launches its Academy
May 18th, Budapest – Jasmin was proud to welcome more than 160 of its prestigious partners to Budapest, hometown
and birthplace of the website. The event was dedicated to strengthening the ties between the group and their worldwide
partners. Studio Owners, Managers, Trainers, and Models from Romania, Kazakhstan, Colombia, Russia, Manilla, Ukraine,
and Hungary received an invitation to attend the first ever Jasmin Academy, which took place this week.
“Thanks to our huge experience with making webcam models millionaires since 2001, we have decided to “level
up” our business expertise and invite our most prestigious partners to Hungary for a seminar. After realizing that
conventional methods are not enough anymore, we have developed a modern structure where people can share what
the best practices are in their opinion, helping them to better understand how they can maximize their own potential on
Jasmin.com , says Zsolt Theiss-Balázs, Jasmin.com CPO.
The company, headquartered in Luxembourg since 2013, but originally based in Budapest since 2001 employs more
than 650 people from 30 different nationalities, and out of which many are highly skilled experts specializing in Technical
Business Analysis, Quality Management, Development and Project Management.

Two new certified studios
The group is currently expanding globally and two new studios have officially joined Jasmin.com’s Certified Program.
“We’re very happy to welcome CSM Studio from Colombia and Flirt Studio from Russia on board. Being certified enables
studios to grow bigger and faster by having a stronger connection with Jasmin.com’s staff and a team of people
dedicated exclusively to them” says Karoly Papp, Co-founder and CEO of Jasmin.com The group is establishing an
important pool of talent and gained strong connections within these two countries.
For more information, please do not hesitate to contact press@jasmin.com or visit modelcenter.jasmin.com

About us
Jasmin.com is adult-centric lifestyle and entertainment website that has won numerous awards over the decade since
its inception. The service delivers high quality, chic content with a focus on the more alluring aspect of glamor work. The
website is home to over 200 000 active models, with 2000 of them online at any time of the day and over 35 million daily
users are testament to Jasmin.com’s quality and quantity of service.

